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below:

RAI 04.04-3

The COLA changes provided in this response will be incorporated in the next routine revision of
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There are no commitments in this letter.
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Bill Mookhoek at (361) 972-7274.
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RAI 04.04-3:

QUESTION:

In response to RAI 06.02.02-2, STPNOC in their letter dated Sept 28, 2009 (U7-C-STP-NRC-
090141) agreed for a COL license condition to submit an evaluation as part of the license
amendment confirming that the fuel for the initial fuel load satisfies the downstream effects of
containment debris on the reactor fuel. The acceptance criteria specified in the response are not
sufficient.

a) Provide verifiable criteria for the fuel testing. Revise FSAR Section 4.4 to include the
details of the acceptance criteria.

b) Confirm that the protective coatings debris characteristics for fuel assembly tests will be
consistent with the NRC guidance for operating PWRs (NRC Staff Review Guidance
Regarding Generic Letter 2004-02 Closure in the Area of Coatings Evaluation, March
2008, ADAMS Accession No. ML080230462.) For example, if a filtering bed is possible
on fuel assembly openings, then fine particles representing coatings debris would be
included in the debris load. In addition, show how the test requirements will be included
in the application (e.g., license condition wording).

RESPONSE:

This response addresses items a and b from the RAI question and also updates the previous
response provided to RAI 06.02.02-2 in STPNOC letter U7-C-STP-NRC-090141, dated
September 28, 2009. This revision supersedes that response in its entirety.

Item a) The acceptance criteria for the downstream fuel effects testing will ensure that the
pressure drop across the fuel assembly inlet is less than a value determined through analysis to
provide adequate long term core cooling. This acceptance criterion is a pressure drop across the
fuel assembly inlet corrected for flow rate as discussed in the RAI response below.

Appendix 6C will be revised as shown in the following COLA markup to describe the details of
the acceptance criteria.

Item b) The protective coatings that will be used in the downstream fuel effects test will be
consistent with NRC guidance in the Utility Resolution Guideline (URG), i.e., 85 lbs of qualified
coatings. (See Response to RAI 06.02.02-8 for additional information on the basis for 85 lbs.)
Unlike the URG debris size guidance, the coatings will be assumed to be entirely fine particles
so that all coating debris is conservatively assumed to pass through the Emergency Core Cooling
System (ECCS) strainers and reach the fuel assembly. The amount and characteristics of all
constituents of the debris are discussed in the revised RAI response below.
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The following replaces the previous RAI response to 06.02.02-2. This contains a' complete
summary of the STPNOC position on downstream fuel effects, a proposed COLA markup and a
proposed license condition for the downstream fuel test.

Note that the acceptance criteria for the downstream fuel effects test will be based on a
calculation that is in progress. The final numerical value for the acceptance criterion will be
provided in a supplement to this response by February 15, 2010. The calculation will be
available for audit at that time. The test acceptance criteria, the test initial flow rate, the clad
debris fouling factor, and the five figures that are referred to in the following response will be
provided at the same time. Also, note that the final piping design for STP 3 & 4 is not yet
complete, and so a bounding estimate of debris from Reflective Metal Insulation (RMI) is being
prepared. The quantity of RMI debris will be provided to the NRC by February 15, 2010. As
described in RAI response 06.02.02-11, submitted in STPNOC Letter U7-C-STP-NRC-0226 on
December 21, 2009; a calculation of the maximum surface area of "latent aluminum" that could
be in the suppression pool and not form chemical precipitates is being performed. The result of
this calculation will be provided to the NRC on January 29, 2010. In the following RAI response,
the test acceptance criteria, the test initial flow rate, the clad debris fouling factor, and the
maximum amount of aluminum are shown in brackets. As mentioned above, these brackets will
be filled in by February 15, 2010.

STPNOC has not taken any departure from the design of the fuel as specified in the reference
ABWR Design Control Document (DCD). STPNOC has taken a departure (STD DEP 6C-1)
with respect to the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) suction strainers in the wetwell of
the containment suppression pool. This departure replaces the stacked disk suction strainers in
the DCD with state-of-the-art cassette type suction strainers with a larger strainer surface area
and includes prohibiting the use of fibrous material in the primary containment. This limits the
amount of fiber entering the ECCS to a very small quantity of "latent fiber". Therefore, the
departure will have the effect of improving the performance of the fuel with respect to
downstream fuel effects.

Nevertheless, STPNOC will agree to a COL license condition, stating that at least 18 months
prior to fuel load, an evaluation will be submitted to the NRC as part of a license amendment
request confirming that the fuel for the initial fuel load satisfies the acceptance criteria related to
the downstream effects of containment debris on the reactor fuel. The STP 3 & 4 design unique
testing will be performed to confirm that downstream effects will not impair the ability to
provide adequate flow to provide long term cooling for the fuel. Acceptance criteria for this
testing will ensure adequate flow rate through the core region to cool the fuel for an extended
period of time post-LOCA. The proposed wording for this license condition is provided at the
end of this RAI response.

It is important to note that, even without the fuel testing that will be performed as part of this
license condition, the ABWR design as applied to STP 3 & 4 provides reasonable assurance that
downstream effects as a result of debris bypassing the ECCS suction strainers will not have a
deleterious effect on the fuel. The basis for this assurance is discussed in the following COLA
markups:
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6C. 3.1 Downstream and ChemicalEffects Discussion

The ABWRdesign prOVidesrearaonableassurance thatdownstream effects as a result olfdebris
bypassing the strainers will nothave a deleterious effecton critical components suchi asFiiel rods;
valvsid punimps dp\ stream o hetion strainers. The basis of this assurance isrovidedII
thetll.ing"

6C.3.1. 1 Latent Debris Generation'

Relative to the generation of latent dehs 1risthe ABRcontainsa number ofd•dsign Pfeatl.Hrs and
controls which reduce the' lI kelihood of such debris being generated as compare~d wvith' oper~atin~g
BWR and PWR plants. Access' to the containment during power operation is prohibite'd as the
containment is inerted, thereby eliminating the likelihood of latent debris genferation due to work
being, performed during power operation. ln additioný intheunlikely event that latent deb'ris
exis•s•in the suppression pool during power operation, the suppression pool cleanup (SPCUC
sy stempr~ovi~des otnOlg •cleanuTis system is srun on an intermittent basis during•pow e

operation and provides an early indication of any deterioration of the suppression po0ol•ýIte
qualit•. The suction, pressure of the SPCU pump is monitored and provides an alarn on low
pressure.During refueling outages, when latent debris could be generated by workers inside the
containment •temporary filters are used during post-construction systems testing in accordance
with plant housekeeping, and foreign material excluision~ procedures, further reduicing the
potential for introducing debris to fthe suppression pool. STP 3 & 4 has.an operational program
for suppression pool cleanliness, cumeted in accordance with Section 134S of the FSAR,
which provides for periodic inspections of the suppression pool for cleanhiness durg outage
Iperiods. This operatilnal program iisdescribed in Subsection 6.2.1 .7•1. Maintenance procedures
provide procedure •steps for removing, at periodic intervals .sediment and floating •r sunk debris
from the suppression pool that is noti removedhby the suppression pool cleanup system.
Quarterlysurveillance tests of Residual Heat RemovalT (RHR), High Pressure Core Floooder
(HPCF)~, and ReactorCore Isolation' Cooling (RCIC) systemis provide further assurance that 'there
is no blockage ,due todebris in the pump sucton:., Finally, the use of a stainless steel linerin the
AB-WR as opposed to0car•n6Iisteel, which has been used in earlierversion BWR suppression
pools; significantly: 1 t ountofcorosion; productsT which can accumulate at tentom
of thesuippression pool. rso rdcs4lebto

66C.3.1.2 LOCA-Geneerated Deris

Relative to the g'eneration of debris frma posiiilaiCW pipe-brIeak, ,theABWRd&sin'contains a
numb er roimproveme nt-, from e ar leriBW l <esigns. The elimination of the recirculation p 1) n1g
rerno'oes a ;i-nifcant ',)II-COOf insulati'on debris fromi the containim'ent and ~also redchces the
likelilo, d of• i large hjh energ, pipc hreak which coiuldlea to debr, generation. o t ,

3 & 4 deslgnfierebl r so hIus insulation or calcium silcate on piping systems, includihgsmall
bore piping; isjidethe containment: All thermal insulation material. is a Reflective Metallic
Insulation Rn 1 de•&ign. RMI breaks upt int shards too large to pass throfigh the EGGS suctmIn
strainers aOcmiieimim 2.1 mil (1/12 inch) hole size;. Furthermore, the uso ibrous
andcaium gsilicatemaerials in the STP 3 & 4 Primay Containment Is prohibited.
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K .3. hemieW Effects Debris
Yei•,Si3c 4-containment will not contaireactive materialssuchas'asl

calcium silicate. In addition, the STP 3 & 4 Suppression Pool Cleanhness program (Subsection
6 •..1••1 ) ensures that quantities of latent debris, which might includ• aluminum or fiber, are
kept to a mnilmumi. A so[-hliy calculation indlcatesthat ; ]square meters;of latent
aluminu1m1 \ould'hawe todbe present in the suppression pool to form aluminum preci1itates under
boundinM conditionsl ost-LOCA. Ensuring that there is less than [ . ] square sqna ters

'of latenlt alumu 1is1 within the capability of t•e containment cleanliness progrýami.
ldditionally, there is no exposed •`oncreteinside the containment, i.e. it is co\ered5 by stainless

steel or carbon steel, or qualified coatings. Even if the qualified coatings reto , tallthere areno
phosphates in the suppression. pool water, to formncalcium precipitates.
Finally, since there is no exposed concrete there. is no potential'to form silicon precipitates.'
Similarly, even ifthe qualified coatings were.to faI; there, isno sodium in the suppressLgn pool
wa•te rformSodium silicate precipitates.

,6C.S.1.4flebris Tran sport

The'iABWR contains design featuresfwhich reduce the transport of accident-generateddebs
the Ttll ,tralners. Te wetwel1, which istlhe chamber in direct contact wwith thesuippression
po)l- Isirsagel• empty with the only significant components/structures being an iccess tiiinela
gated cattwalk and thI Safety Rihef Valve (SRV) discharge piping. There are no normal
operaiting high energy piping system is mthe wetw~ell which 'coukldbreak and lead to debris1
gencnýtioi. The high energy piping in the ABW, which consists, irgeyk metmain ste1am•,
ReatrWateir As ilnj (loWted) system, and feedwater piping under normal operating
ioidkitionsliswlouated intheLipper drywell area.' Any debris which -is generated by a break in
these system;s would'need to pass through a:circuitousl route involving any one of the ten myell
connecting vents (DCVs) and then through'any:,one of thethirtyi horizontal vents before reaching
the suppression pool. The DCVs have horizontal- steel plates located, above the openings that
prevent any material falling in the drywell from directly entering the vertical leg of the DCVs.- 'A
vertically oriented trash racklis installed around.the periphery'ofthe horizontal steel plate to
'intercept debris. 'In order for debris to enter the.DCV, it would have to travel horizontally
through the trash rack prior to falling into the vertical leg of the connecting.ventsThus,;thte
ABWR to the transport of debris from .the drywell to the tiwe&lHl

6C.3.1.5 Suction Strainer Design

In addition to these mitigating the dte vnstream efects are reduc~eadhy thse Suctibn
strainers thiemsck es. The strainers are designetd to protect the ECCS pumps to allow them to

eUnction long-tcrm tfter an accident.As arresult, they are designed so that 100 OfOthe 1_1'tteECS
t is routed through them and filtered such that particles 2.1' mm or liarger Lr pttired !hjte

I..... & 4 conforms to Revisin 3 of R.egulatoryLiGuide 1.812.

16C.3..6 Diversity of ECCS Delivery Locations to the Core

lThgeABWR has diersification of EGGS delivery pointswhich helps to reduce' thelonsequnces
'ofdo Wnstrear' block~age. Should any blockage occur in the lower coergosuha hfe
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~filter, whi~ch could limit the effectiveness of syteins like RHR tl I___ils Ii1 eC e

p r v d i g c o i n a e r b c asiel v r w a te r th o g p g r o c t d 4 6 v h c o re . ,

6C..1.7 Related Tests

Regarding &acceptance criterif for bblockage of small clearancesit•i:• noted that there should be no
fiberdowstream of the Se P ci& 4 suctionstrainers because the only fiber •optentally inside
primary containment (latent loose debris)wilnot be degraded during the pipe break and will -not
beismalIenough to pass through: the 21 mm diameter holes in the CCI cassette-type suction
strainers. Preliminary data from testingconducted by Westinghouse (WEC) to resolve GSI-Jl9l
has not identified any coagulation of particulate debris until after fiber is introduced tothe flow
streai.Thi'refore, blockage of sm~allleaaces ini down~streamn component,,is, not likely forthe
STP 3 &,4 1ownstream components. The analysis of the effects' ot'fdcr on do\%stream
components such as pumps, valves and heat exchangers in PWRs was documented in WCAP-
16406, which was approved by the NRC. It is expected that the analysis results which showed
acceptable performance of these components willapply to BWRs due to silmlariltyin materials
and clearances to the PWRcoimponents.

6C.3.1.8 Pownstrearn Fuel Effects Test

For the" initial fuel cycle,- a d-do wnsteam effects test isperformed to ensure that debris bypassing
the'suction strainers does not impair the flow to the core. The folowingdiscusses the testplanfi
the analysis: basis, and the debris' assuptpions .used in this test.

6C.3.1.8 Test Plan

A test.facjiiy.'is comprised of a fuel assembly mock-up, a pump, associated reirculation pipmg;
anda mixing tank to add the debris. Theltest is conducted with a single fuel 'assembly, including
a fuel debris filter, ahfuel inlet nozle,' ad.hfuel spacer grids. The cross-section of the fuel is
modeled exactly ; thele•ng the fuel assemb ly is reduced. The fuel asseiblyis unheated.
The test initial conditions are at a flow rate of kg/second], and at amosphiec'pressure'and

arnbi&& temperatu're. The flow rate is representative of'the flow at recirculation'conditions.' The
atmo§phericpressure and ambient temperature result in a visebsity that is consrvative with
respIectqto pressure drop due to dbis blockage. The test is initiated at clean conditions to
establish aflow representative of post-LOCA recirculation conditions. The flo•6js•injected fat-te
fue~l assemnblnlet. :Once a steady state hastbeen established, he debris'cdescr'ihed in 6C.3.1.8' 3)

is added tothe system Thie fibrous b•ebris lsiadded first.iThe I lsv lrdded an4d M,,mall
amoUibiiel(nll the fibrous debris has beeniadded, the remainderii f'tI• Phis iSý added The
particulate debris is added in such a way that it does not'coagulate. ' Te pressure drop across the
inlet and the entire fuel assembly isimonitored,.In addition, theflowv rate andcoolant temperature
:ismonitored. The test is run untlllldebresehasnbeen depositedintl'e s r a steadistate pr.,essure drop condition has ,been achileved.
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6C.3.1.8.2.1 Intiroduction

An analysisdetermines the acceptable level of blockage inthe kfielby LCAgenerated delbr•l
whichs bpasses;tl6eECCS sction :strainer. s an•slisnsures tatth lgterm coreco•ing
per Criterion 5 of 10CFR50.461is maintained the calculated core temperatureis maintained at an
acceptably low value ,and decay heat is removed for anhextended period of time required by the
long-lived radioactivity remaining in.the core. The analysis is performed with the LOCA model
described in WCAP 17116 R6•ferience6C-10). Potential deposition of particulate debris-on the
fuel and its impact on the heat transfer from the cladding jis also icluded in the evaluation

The results of the analysis are used to determine thehiacetance criteria for the downstream fuel
effects ~test, to be' performed atleast 18 months prior to initiial fuel load.

6C.3.1.842.2 Analysis A4pproach

Although the diversification of ECCS delivery point~s (nJbection romi6 theitop of the core by the
High Pressure Core Flo0ders and injection from below the core ,bythe Low Pressure Core
Fl•oderand ReactorC~ore Isolation Cooling) helps reduce the consequences of a1 blockage& in the
fuel assembly, for thi analysisit is assumed that ,allthe deNbis is injectedfrom the bottomof theefulasiil_~y:place for bIockage
core and therefo~re, is exposed to the' fuel debris filter, which is the mos&t likeypaefrbokg
to occur.

,break and after the blowdown i s complete, the water level in thedown'comer rise s to the
feedwater line(i.e.e the break elevation). At that point, all the excess flow fr•om the LowPressure
Core 1oode r (LPCF) or Reactor Core Isolation Cooling- WRIC) not Injected into the core will
flow out t•roughh the break. The flow rate into the c•re is edependen upon the nactalcirculatihon
head of colderwater inthe downcomer and the hotter water and two-phase mixture rathe core.
region. As the core inlet begins to block, the core flow rate decreases•.• steam line break, being
at a highere•levation, will produce a higher natural circulatiQn flo and therefore is less limiting
than a feedwater line break for establishingtthe pressure drop limit at the fuel inlet.

For this analy*sis ~the flow area at th ulilti eue to simulate blockage of the debris filter.
All bypass, floW'atlhs, except for the inter-assemnbly byssholes located in the bottom transition
piece, are also assumed to be blocked. The bypass in the bottom~ nozz7le is, not likely to be
blocked due-the large opening size (10.3 mim diameter) which is sigificantly greater than the
strainer hole size.IThe reduced flow area at the core inlet decreases' the core inlet flow rate and
increases the core inlet differential pressure (DP). The minimum flow area is determined to
ensure that no point in the core experiences significant cladding heat-up measured by ensuring
that the void fraction remains < 0.95 .The corresponding DPIat the core inlet, corected for the
changes inthe 'core flowrate, is the parameter monitordr and used as the acceptance criterion In
the test•
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,Cinitetwith the mehdlg fWA-116 ~ievtv values of the nodal power
peaking and pin-to-piri peakin factors fofrthie hot assembly are chosen to plaice the hot rod at the
Thermal MechanxicalOprtn Limit (TMOL ). Aý core power corresponding to a decay heat at 5
minutes after shutdown is assumied as the debi-L accumiulate~sat the debris filter and reduces the
inlet. flow area.i .For the reasons stated belowb16ckge s Iufficient to redu~e core cooliiig'within 5
z minutes is not like-ly:

.A shown inWCAP- 1i716 t6he cor~e anid the tiprpcmi can sgiiati ~t[\
during the blowvdown. The void fraction in th pe lnmrran eo 1 .0 (Figure~
,4-25). Therefore, additional water injected into the coebfoeaquasi-steady stateis
iestablished-is minimal (i.e., the level in the downcomner inc~reases to the FW line)., After
the quasi-steady sta~te is achieved, the iicinon ntohe core is limited by thle natural
circulation head ~ad core boil off.

aTthe dbisiiadnen fow ryof the spECSý.Io pooi will be injected into the vressel onlyI af er he nit al nven ory of he C C S piping, w hich is cl~ean, is sw ept and inje cted into,
'the vessel. Therefore, any s~peso olwtrilb further diluted by this clean
initial injection.

SAlthough not credited in t1P ýiKalýsts, the HPCF Pumfps (and RCIC) initially inject from
the condensate storage tank (CS I'),whi~ch is clea source of water. The LPCFpuis

do not start injection until well after 2 minutes.

in addition, ~a prametric study isl performfed to determine the effect of fouiing caused by,
~deposition of particulate debris orn the cladding,_. The levelof initial fouling on the clddn is
,ncreased bya factor ofV J which represents the .effect of UnifornA depos~ition ofpart~icuiiate
de bris on the claddng.

6ýC..1.8.2.3 Analysis Results

'Figurtes .6C- 1 , 6C-2, and 6C-3 comnpare the iltDP, fow rate and void If-actions for the
cases with no blockage and with blockage resulting in a reduc~tion of flow area by 90% of inlet
'flow area. Despite a very high level of blockage, sufficient flow remiainis available to the core to
ensure that the core void fraction both inthe hot assembly aind averageassem~bly remain < 0.95.

'In the ABWR design, the peak cladding teimperatuire (PCT)occurs very early' in the transient
during :the Reactor Internal Pumps (RIPs) coastdown phase, before ECCS injection occurs
Therefore, the PCT renmains~unaffected during the RIP coastdown by the subsequent blockage at
~the fuel inlet because the c&ladding temperature Kis aintained~ low (near the saturation
tiemperature) as the core void fract~ion, both in. the hot and av~era~ge assembliesis maintained
below < 0.95. Figure 6C-4 provides a comparison of cladding ternper~ature for the blocked and,
Iunblocked cases. The low fuel cl ad temperattire also ensures that cdadding oxýidation- does not
. ccur in the logtr oln laeo h. c et

As shown in Figur 6C-.5, the im~ipact on .the ldwprtr ffuin ýusdb nWSre
dposition of paiuaedbi ! on the cldigissal
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1-heresults oftheanalysis provide an acceptable core inlet differential Kpressure (DP): crrected
for the flowrates to accountvf6r: the.fact that the flow rate will decrease differently in'the test
loop (supplied bya pump):vs. i the ysis ontrollebynatural circulation head)'

.i". Test -Meas~ured-Y AO, •(LOCA:-4I4" 'W fL- .... i-Testi

rbisc.ript "denotes initila (ie., Mnloukd onditions), f indicates fouled conditions.
reest nalysi nd"" i steflow rate into the assemibly.

6C.3.1.8.3Debris Assumnpitionsfor Downstream Test

The etestis conducted using CnIseatCIv¥,assuI\C pt onsregarding4the debris that would be present
in:theduuppre ssio poo 1owln tt Te following debris types are included (1)lCoatigs,

(2)Sluge,(3)Dus/Dit, 4)RLI',tHaks, 5) MI harsand (6) Latent Fiber. No~ chemical
,debris tis includedsince there, are no -credible sources of chemical debris in STP 3. & 4. Thie first

,four ....debris types -are conservativ assumedto be particles smaller than 2.1 mmi and are
the~refore all assumied topass throughtheECCS, strainers. For the R•MI shards andilatent fiber, an
assessment of the amount op the-debris pgasslng through the strainer is performed. Latent fiber
debris upstream•of the strainersis assumnd to be 1 W(6C;3• item (6)).•Th&efraction of latentfiber
assumed to be small enough to pass through the strainers s 1o0 %.%based on conservatively
assuming the fraction of bypass is 10 times .the amount of destroyed fibrous insulation fibers
(which are not Wcredible inthe ABWR) that bypassed CCI cassette-type strainers during testing
for GSI-I 91 plants. Based on the size distribution of stainless steel RMI' destroyed duJngjet
testing (and shown in Figure 3-7 ofNUREG/CR-6808),2 % of the RMI 'within the break zone of
influencei isassumed' tobe ,shards smaller than 2.1 nmm, and therefore sm-allenough to pass
thrpoughthe strainers.

Since there are 872 fuel.assembliesin tlieýSTP 3.& 4 core, the above debris amounts are reduced
bya facto•t of1/872. To account for tie possibility of rion-uniforhfdebris deposition,. a 1°0 ..
penalty is assumed. The dei amounts that areeused in tetest are sheownbel9w:

Debris Type Debris Assumued in,
Downstream Fuell
Effects Test

Coatings 0.107 lbs.

Sludge 0J.246 lbs
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Dust/Dirt 0. 189 1bs

RustFlake7s 0.063 lbs'

StainlessRMI Shards [ ]

Latent Fiber 0.2

61C.3.1.9 Suqmmary

In summary, there is reasonable assurance that the downstream effects of material passing
tfhrough the suction tIns Cers wl% Inot aIdversely affect theifuel or other components. This
COnclutisioi is based upon the low potential for generating d•bris in the ABWR, the tortuous path
for any debris to enter•thehwetwell from the drywell, .the cleanup provisions for the water-in the
wetwell, the low potentia for cthemical debris, the small size ofthe holesin the suction strainers
that filter out moist debris, quarterly/periodic surveillance, of HPCF, RHR, and RCIC systems-
wýhich provides further assurance ofthe absence of debris which could affect their readiness for
water in jeti capabiliy, diversityf injection points for ECCS into the core, and prelimmary
datafrom PWR test results •which show little impact on head loss in the fuel region from
particulate only debriýs

A test will be performed on the el0to be used in the initial fuel cycle to.confir that debrisi wif
not adversely affect tlie fuel.

6C.6 References

6C-1i0, - Westinghouse BWR ECCS Evalu ation Model Supplement 5 - Application

to the ABWR, WCP- I 1167NPev. 0, Se tember 2009.

4.4.6 Testing and erfication

The testing and verficationtechhni~ques to be used to assire that theplanned thermral
(an~dnyaac design characitri.tics oQfthe core havebeen •oovided, and iwill (reain
within require liits throu,,,ghout core 1lfetimei arediscussed in Chapter 14.

An analysis Is pei1Ormed to dterminOe th1 !cquired cooling for a fuel assembly post:LOCA. This
analysisisihscussed i •Appendix,6C and is used to develop acceptance erfor a downstreai
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PROPOSED LICENSE CONDITION

A downstream fuel effects test will be conducted and the results provided to the NRC no later
than 18 months prior to fuel load. The test plan, analysis basis, and debris assumptions are
described in Appendix 6C.3.1.8. The test procedure will be provided to the NRC no later than 24
months prior to fuel load. The acceptance criteria for this test will be a fuel assembly inlet
steady-state pressure drop less than [ ] psid.


